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87-year-old Ursula Haverbeck shows the way by asking a simple question:
Can you prove that six million Jews were killed by the Germans during World War Two?
Where is the physical place where such murders occurred?

Die verurteilte Holocaust-Leugnerin Ursula Haverbeck auf dem Weg ins Gerichtsgebäude.
Vor dem Detmolder Landgericht hat der Prozess gegen
Dem 94-Jährigen aus Lippe wird Beihilfe zum Mord in
einen 94-Jährigen begonnen, der Wachmann im KZ
mindestens 170.000 Fällen vorgeworfen.
Auschwitz war. Noch vor dem Auftakt löste eine
Video: Prozessauftakt gegen Reinhold H.
verurteilte Holocaust- Leugnerin, 87, einen Eklat aus.
Der Angeklagte soll 1943 und 1944 als Angehöriger des
Vor dem Prozessauftakt gegen einen früheren SSSS-Totenkopfsturmbanns Auschwitz im Stammlager
Wachmann des Konzentrationslagers Auschwitz hat es in
eingesetzt
worden
sein.
Die
Staatsanwaltschaft
Detmold einen Tumult um die Holocaust-Leugnerin
beschuldigt H. der Beihilfe bei der sogenannten UngarnUrsula Haverbeck gegeben.
Aktion, der Beihilfe bei Massenerschießungen und der
Die 87-Jährige wurde nach Polizeiangaben vor dem
von den Nazis sogenannten Selektion von KZ-Insassen
Besuchereingang körperlich bedrängt und musste von
zur Ermordung.
Beamten vor Übergriffen geschützt werden. Anschließend
habe sie mit einem Auto den Ort verlassen, sagte ein
Sprecher.
Die in rechtsextremen Kreisen populäre Haverbeck wurde
zuletzt wegen Volksverhetzung in zwei Fällen zu zehn
Monaten Gefängnis ohne Bewährung verurteilt. Sie hatte
im April 2015 am Rande des Lüneburger Prozesses gegen
den früheren SS-Mann Oskar Gröning vor Journalisten
behauptet, das KZ Auschwitz sei kein Vernichtungs-,
sondern ein Arbeitslager gewesen.
Reinhold H. hat bereits vor dem Prozess eingeräumt, im
In Detmold muss sich zurzeit der frühere SS-Wachmann
Stammlager eingesetzt gewesen zu sein. Eine Beteiligung
des KZ Auschwitz Reinhold H. vor Gericht verantworten.
an Tötungen von Menschen bestreitet er aber. Die
Staatsanwaltschaft betont, mit seinem Einsatz als
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Wachmann habe er zum Funktionieren der Maschinerie
beigetragen.
Das Landgericht Detmold muss nun darüber befinden, ob
Reinhold H. sich schuldig gemacht hat. Ein Gutachter
attestierte
dem
94-Jährigen
eingeschränkte
Verhandlungsfähigkeit - nun sollen die Sitzungen
maximal zwei Stunden pro Prozesstag dauern.
Vor Gericht herrschte großer Andrang, Dutzende
Journalisten aus dem In- und Ausland verfolgten den
Prozessauftakt.
Auch
Auschwitz-Überlebende
und
Angehörige kamen zur Verhandlung in den Räumen der
Industrie- und Handelskammer.
gam/dpa
http://www.spiegel.de/panorama/justiz/auschwitzprozess-in-detmold-holocaust-leugnerin-loest-tumultaus-a-1076856.html

---------------------------------------

Auschwitz Der Prozess gegen den 94-jährigen SSMann ist richtig

Er war Wachmann in Auschwitz, nun steht er in
Detmold vor Gericht: Der 94-jährige Reinhold
Hanning. Foto: dpa
Kommentar von Robert Probst,
11. Februar 2016, 18:54 Uhr

‘Nazi Grandma’ escorted from SS trial after being
attacked
Published: 11 Feb 2016 12:16 GMT+01:00

Ursula Haverbeck. Photo: DPA

An 87-year-old grandmother convicted for Holocaust
denial tried to attend the trial of a former SS guard in
Auschwitz on Thursday, but was taken away by police
after she came under attack.
Germany puts two SS men on trial over Auschwitz
killings (10 Feb 16)
'They
smelled
burning
human
flesh
from
the
crematoria' (09 Feb 16)
Village faces investigation over anti-refugee Tiger
tank (08 Feb 16)

Police officers shielded Ursula Haverbeck from physical
harassment, and she eventually left the site in a car, DPA
reported without giving further details.
Haverbeck is a notorious extremist who was once
chairwoman of a far-right training centre shut down in
2008 for spreading Nazi propaganda.
She was sentenced in November to 10 months in jail for
Holocaust denial after a trial in which she insisted that
Auschwitz was "not historically proven" to be a death
camp.
That is "only a belief," said Haverbeck, dubbed Nazi-Oma
(Nazi grandma) by the media.
She had also gone on television to declare that "the
Holocaust is the biggest and most sustained lie in
history".
On Thursday, she sought to attend the opening session
of a trial against Reinhold Hanning, a former guard at
Auschwitz who was charged with at least 170,000 counts
of accessory to murder.
Some 1.1 million people, most of them European Jews,
perished between 1940 and 1945 in the AuschwitzBirkenau camp before it was liberated by Soviet forces.

Es gibt eine Schlagzeile, die durchzieht seit Jahren die
Medienlandschaft. "Der letzte große NS-Prozess" lautet
sie und ist doch irreführend. Denn die Prozesse hören
nicht auf, es werden sogar wieder mehr - und dabei
spielt es keine Rolle, dass die Taten mehr als 70 Jahre
her sind und die Angeklagten heute deutlich älter sind
als 90 Jahre, gebrechlich und manche nicht länger
verhandlungsfähig als ein paar Stunden pro Tag.
"Groß" im Sinne eines Haupttäters sind diese Greise
freilich nicht; sie sind vielmehr Helfer und Helfershelfer
eines teuflischen Regimes, Männer (und Frauen), die zu
Zehntausenden die Mordmaschine der Konzentrationsund Vernichtungslager am Laufen hielten. Ein halbes
Jahrhundert nach dem Frankfurter Auschwitz-Prozess
rücken also die Mordgehilfen noch einmal in den Blick der
Öffentlichkeit.
Und
das
ist
gut
so,
aus
mehreren Gründen.

Video
Prozess in Detmold Auschwitz-Prozess: Der Greis und die
Gaskammern

Wieder steht ein früherer SS-Wachmann vor Gericht. Der
Vorwurf:
Beihilfe zum
Mord in mindestens 170
000 Fällen. Doch Reinhold Hanning, 94 Jahre, schweigt.
Endlich bekommen die Opfer die ersehnte Gelegenheit
Die Justiz macht einfach ihre Arbeit - Mord verjährt nicht
und Beihilfe zum Mord auch nicht. Wie alt ein
mutmaßlicher Täter ist, spielt keine Rolle. Dass die Justiz
sich nach längerer Untätigkeit nun wieder den
sogenannten kleinen Rädchen im Getriebe zugewandt
hat, ist eine Folge des Urteils des Münchner Landgerichts
gegen John Demjanjuk im Jahr 2011. In den fünf
Jahrzehnten nach dem Auschwitz-Prozess hielten
deutsche Gerichte die bloße Anwesenheit eines
Wachmanns im KZ nicht für ausreichend, um ihn zu
bestrafen; nötig war vielmehr der Nachweis einer
individuellen Straftat.

http://www.thelocal.de/20160211/nazi-grandmaescorted-from-ss-trial-after-being-attacked

********
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of the trial of Reinhold Hanning, a 94-year-old former
guard at Auschwitz. REUTERS/BERND THISSEN/POOL

Bilder
Die Befreiung von Auschwitz Das Ende des Holocaust

Am 27. Januar 1945 befreite die Rote Armee das
Konzentrationslager
Auschwitz.
Etwa 7000Menschen
befanden sich noch in dem Lager - für immer gezeichnet
von den Gräueltaten der Nazis. Bilder von damals und
heute.
Man hielt sich an die Auffassung des Bundesgerichtshofs
(BGH) aus dem Jahr 1969. Seit Demjanjuk sieht man das
anders. Allerdings wurde das Urteil gegen ihn nie
rechtskräftig; der Mann starb, bevor über die Revision
entschieden wurde. Was der BGH über die neue
Rechtsprechung denkt, weiß man wohl erst, nachdem er
sich mit dem Fall des früheren SS-Mannes Oskar Gröning
befasst hat. Der wurde im vergangenen Jahr vom
Landgericht Lüneburg wegen Beihilfe zum Mord an 300
000 Juden in Auschwitz zu vier Jahren Haft verurteilt.
Es geht nicht nur um ein Strafmaß
Trotz dieser Rechtsunsicherheit werden nun weitere Täter
ermittelt und Prozesse begonnen, wie nun in Detmold
gegen den 94-jährigen Reinhold Hanning, einen einstigen
Wachmann in Auschwitz. Dabei geht es nicht nur um ein
Strafmaß, zumal es - wie die Frankfurter Richter einst
schrieben - kaum möglich erscheint, "durch irdische
Strafen eine dem Umfang und der Schwere der (in)
Auschwitz begangenen Verbrechen angemessene Sühne
zu finden". Es geht auch nicht unbedingt darum, Greise
ins Gefängnis zu schicken.
Es geht vor allem darum, die Opfer in den Mittelpunkt zu
rücken. Seit dem Demjanjuk-Prozess treten sie in großer
Zahl als Nebenkläger auf und erzählen im Zeugenstand
ihre Geschichte und die ihrer ermordeten Großeltern,
Eltern, Geschwistern. Sie wollen den Tätern in die Augen
sehen, sie wollen von ihnen eine Erklärung hören; sie
wollen Gerechtigkeit, ganz selten Vergeltung; sie sehen
sich in der Pflicht, die Erinnerung am Leben zu halten.
Die Prozesse garantieren ihnen Aufmerksamkeit.
http://www.sueddeutsche.de/politik/auschwitz-warumder-prozess-gegen-den-jaehrigen-ss-mann-richtig-ist1.2857839
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If ribs visible, you were candidate for crematorium,
Auschwitz survivor tells Nazi trial
DETMOLD, GERMANY | BY ELKE AHLSWEDE, Fri Feb 12,
2016 11:06am EST

Holocaust survivor and former prisoner at Auschwitz
death camp Leon Schwarzbaum waits in the courtroom in
Detmold, Germany, February 12, 2016 for the second day

Former prisoner at Auschwitz death camp Erna de Vries
waits in the courtroom in Detmold, Germany, February
12, 2016 for the second day of the trial of Reinhold
Hanning, a 94-year-old former guard at Auschwitz.
REUTERS/BERND THISSEN/POOL

Former prisoner at Auschwitz death camp Justin Sonder
arrives at the courtroom in Detmold, Germany, February
12, 2016 for the second day of the trial of Reinhold
Hanning, a 94-year-old former guard at Auschwitz.
REUTERS/BERND THISSEN/POOL

Reinhold Hanning, a 94-year-old former guard at
Auschwitz, arrives with his lawyers Andreas Scharmer (L)
and Johannes Salmen in the courtroom for the second day
of his trial in Detmold, Germany, February 12, 2016.
REUTERS/BERND THISSEN/POOL
Three survivors spoke on Friday of the smell of burnt bodies and
piles of the dead at Nazi Germany's Auschwitz death camp, one
of whose former guards stands accused of helping in the murder
of at least 170,000 people.
"If your ribs were visible, you were a candidate for the
crematorium," said Leon Schwarzbaum, a 94-year-old survivor
who lost 35 family members during the Holocaust.
He was speaking at the trial of former guard Reinhold Hanning,
also 94, who remained largely silent on the second day of his
trial, showing no emotions as the survivors detailed their horrific
experience.
Hanning, sounding weak, was heard only once in court when
asked how he was doing by judge Anke Grudda. "Fine," he
responded. Dressed in the same brown tweed suit jacket as on
Thursday, bespectacled Hanning – who was 20 in 1942 when he
joined the camp as a guard – slowly walked into court where
hearings are restricted to two hours given his age.
Defense lawyer Johannes Salmen said a written statement
would be read out on behalf of Hanning at a later stage of the
trial. He added that it was possible that Hanning would also give
a statement.
Accused by the prosecutor’s office in Dortmund as well as by 40
joint plaintiffs from Hungary, Israel, Canada, Britain, the United
States and Germany, Hanning is said to have joined the SS
forces voluntarily at the age of 18 in 1940.
Although Henning wasn’t directly involved in any killings at the
camp, prosecutors accuse him of expediting, or at least
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facilitating, the slaughter in his capacity as a guard at the camp
where 1.2 million people, most of them Jews, were killed.
A precedent for such charges was set in 2011, when death camp
guard Ivan Demjanjuk was convicted.
Cross-examining the three witnesses, prosecutor Andreas
Brendel tried to determine direct knowledge of the guard’s
duties in Auschwitz but none of them knew Hanning personally.
In an earlier statement to the prosecution, Hanning has
admitted to being a guard, but denied any involvement in the
mass killings.
“We could see fire coming out the chimneys and it smelled of
burned people unbearably,” Schwarzbaum said when asked if it
was possible that the guards were unaware of the murders.
Erna de Vries, another witness, said she had to walk past piles
of dead bodies each day on her way to forced labor in 1942, as
the Nazis couldn’t keep up with burning the bodies of people
gased to death.
Hanning’s trial is the first of four Auschwitz lawsuits, which are
likely to be Germany’s last Nazi war crime trials.
(Writing by Tina Bellon Editing by Jeremy Gaunt)
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-germany-nazi-trialvictims-idUSKCN0VL1QX

********
Nazi prison officer who guarded doomed Jews at
Auschwitz then claimed $360,000 in US benefits cheats
justice by dying aged 92
*Croatian Jakob Denzinger, a former guard at Auschwitz,
has died aged 92
*He started serving the Nazis while his country was
under a German regime
*He was later posted at several different concentration
and death camps
*Denzinger fled in 1989 as US prosecutors prepared a case
against him
*But it later emerged that from Croatia he had claimed
$360,000 (£250,000) in benefits
By COREY CHARLTON FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 23:30 +11:00, 14 February
2016 | UPDATED: 17:14 +11:00, 15 February 2016
Jakob Denzinger, a former Nazi prison guard at Auschwitz, has
died in his native Croatia. He was 92.

This photo shows Jakob Denzinger's portrait on the
tombstone of his grave in Cepin, eastern Croatia. The
suspected former Nazi prison guard at Auschwitz and
other death camps, Jakob Denzinger, has died aged 92.
The announcement by Denzinger's family says he was buried
Saturday at a local cemetery near Osijek in eastern Croatia,
after having died on Thursday.
Denzinger was among a group of former Nazis to have fled to
the U.S. after the war and remained living there comfortably

until their senior years - claiming millions in social security
payments.
It was only in 1989 that Denzinger fled the U.S. - but it later
emerged he continued to receive social security payments which
totaled $360,000 (£250,000).
He was born in present-day Croatia, which was part of
Yugoslavia at the time. He started serving with the Nazi SS at
the age of 18, in 1942, while Croatia was under a pro-Nazi
puppet regime.
He was posted at several camps, including the Auschwitz death
camp complex in occupied Poland.
Denzinger moved to the U.S. after the war, settling in Ohio
where he became a successful plastics industry executive.
Years later, the Justice Department uncovered his past. In 1989,
as U.S. prosecutors prepared their case to strip Denzinger of his
citizenship, he first fled to Germany and later moved to Croatia.
Denzinger was among dozens of suspected Nazi war criminals
and SS guards who collected millions of dollars in U.S. Social
Security benefits after being forced out of the U.S.
An Associated Press investigation into the issue resulted in a law
in 2014 barring suspected Nazi war criminals from receiving U.S.
government pension benefits.
Croatian authorities in 2014 opened an investigation of
Denzinger's Second World War service, but he was never tried.
He had refused to comment on the allegations.

Denzinger glares down from his apartment window in
Osijek, Croatia, where he spent the final years of his life

He was one of dozens of suspected Nazi war criminals
who collected millions of U.S. Social Security benefits in
their senior years
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3446498/Suspectedformer-Nazi-camp-guard-dies-Croatia-92.html#ixzz40DOd6DuU
Auschwitz Museum Offers App to Halt Use of Term 'Polish' Death
Camps
Called Remember, the application erases use of a term that
implies Polish responsibility for Nazi crimes on the country's
territory.
Ofer Aderet Feb 16, 2016 7:53 PM
http://www.haaretz.com/jewish/.premium-1.703779
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Identitäre Bewegung Kärnten
Kundgebung gegen das Asylchaos in Kärnten!
February 11 at 8:46pm ·
Dr. Tomislav Sunic – Rede, speech, discours
*Wo bleibt Prinz Eugen? Multikultiwahnsinn oder das
Ende Europas"

* Where is Prince Eugene?; Multkulti-Madness or the
End of Europe?”
*Où est le Prince Eugène ? ; la folie ‘multikultie’ ou la
fin de l’Europe ?
Samstag, den 20 Februar, 2016, Klagenfurt, Neuer Platz,
13Uhr
„Identitäre Bewegung, Kärnten“, Austria
Wir dürfen Euch mitteilen, dass Dr. Tomislav Sunic, ehemaliger
kroatischer Diplomat, Universitätsprofessor (California State
University),
Regierungsbeamter
im
kroatischen
Außenministerium und Vertreter der "Nouvelle Droite", auf der
Kundgebung am 20.2.16 um 13:00 Uhr in Klagenfurt sprechen
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wird. Er spricht fließend deutsch, weshalb seine Ansprache unter
dem Titel "Wo bleibt Prinz Eugen? Multikultiwahnsinn oder das
Ende Europas", auch komplett in deutsch abgehalten wird. Wir
freuen uns, dass dieser international anerkannte Denker den
weiten Weg von Kroatien nach Klagenfurt auf sich nimmt, um
unsere Kundgebung zu unterstützen!

Wir dürfen einen hochkarätigen Redner ankündigen
+++ we must announce a high-profile speakers +++
We must inform you that dr. Tomislav Sunic, former Croatian
diplomat, University Professor (California State University),
Government officials in the Croatian Ministry of foreign affairs
and representatives of the "Nouvelle Droite", At the rally on
20.2.16 at 13:00 p.m. will speak in klagenfurt. He is fluent in
German, which is why his speech under the title " where is
prince eugen? Marketing Madness or the end of Europe ", Also
completely will be held in German. We are pleased that this
internationally recognised thinker all the way from Croatia to
klagenfurt take on, in order to support our rally!

https://www.facebook.com/ib.ktn/photos/gm.10673334
26643954/834692766660199/?type=3&theater
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From: Tom Sunic [mailto:tom.sunic@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, 12 February 2016 8:02 PM
Subject: Dr. T. Sunic to Ms.Rochel Sylvetsky,cc A. Soffer
(Editor, Arutz Sheva) re. Croat culture minister Dr Z.
Hasanbegovic, your piece, Feb 11, 2016

Re: Ari Soffer, Arutz Sheva, ( 2/11/2016) „Croatian
government urged to fire Holocaust-denying minister“
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/2
07897
Editors
Mr. Rochel Sylvetsky
Mr. Ari Soffer
Dear Ms. Sylvetsky, dear Madams, Sirs:
I read with disbelief the AS unsubstantiated piece on the
recently appointed Croat Minister of Culture, Dr. Zlatko
Hasanbegovic and his alleged Holocaust denial. I wonder where
exactly did you get this information and who provided you with
these alleged quotes of his on Croatia’s WWII body counts? Mr.
Hasanbegovic has no sympathy for fascism; nor has he ever
tried to whitewash any form of totalitarianism, including modern
self-censorship in our much adorned modern liberal system. In
fact critical comments by Dr. Ephraim Zuroff and by some local
Croat journalists about Mr. Hasanbegovic seem to be having
now an opposite effect in Croatia; they’ve triggered a torrent of
hostile, vulgar, anti-Zuroff, anti-Semitic comments on a
multitude of social networks. This can in no way enhance the
relationship between the majority Catholic Croats with the
minority Serbs, or for that mater with Croats of Jewish
ancestry. I think Arutz Sheva must refrain from overusing the
overextend, shut-up words of “fascism“ and “anti-Semitism.”
These locutions have been hurled around in the EU and the USA
way too long – to the extent that they have become
meaningless by now.
Firstly, one cannot judge Mr. Hasanbegovic cultural polices in
Croatia based on the three weeks of his ministerial tenure! Let’s
give him time and sound him out in due time. Secondly, Mr.
Hasanbegovic has had a long standing academic career and has
published international authors who critically wrote about Islam,
Christianity, monotheism, and about various forms of
intellectual surveillance, including contemporary media selfsurveillance in our much vaunted best of all the worlds.
It cannot be ruled that your comments on Mr. Hasanbegovic
may have been influenced by local sources, i.e. from some
jealous so-called “antifa” Croat intellectuals and journalists of
their own murky ex-yugo-communist snitching past. This comes
as no surprise. Due to strict austerity policies, quite in line with
EU ordinances, Mr. Hasanbegovic, has cut funding for various
Croat NGOs, including self-proclaimed antifascist groups and
groupies lavishly funded by the previous government of Croatia.
It would be commendable if Arutz Sheva could avoid the
strategy of “guilt by association” and abstain from hasty
conclusions based on local or foreign would-be experts on WWII
Croatia. This creates a dangerous precedent reminiscent of
cultural commissars in ex-Yugoslavia. The Croat people already
paid a very heavy price for Yugoslav communist tales, legends
and sagas.
..
PS. I’d be happy if you could run this letter-response in Arutz
Sheva. (My Op-Ed piece “The Curse of Victimhood and Negative
Identity”, was published in AS, Jan. 30, 2015). Feel free to call
or write if I can be of any assistance.
Sincerely,
Tomislav (Tom) Sunic, Ph.D
(author)
www.tomsunic.com
Brace Korenika 4
10020 N. Zagreb
Croatia
Cell. 00385 91 1722 783
tom.sunic@gmail.com
twitter:
@Tom_Sunic

_________________________________________________________________
A European Union Perspective – labelling Russia “Revisionist”. Such language is reminiscent
of Soviet Union days, which in 1917 criminalised “Antisemite” and “Revisionist”. – ed.AI.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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OPINION

3 ways to stop ‘revisionist, militaristic’ Russia
A chance for a different kind of Munich pact this week.
By CARL BILDT, 2/11/16, 5:30 AM CET

Porcelain plates bearing portraits of Syrian President
Bashar al-Assad (R) and his Russian counterpart Vladimir
Putin (L) are displayed at a handicrafts shop in the Syrian
capital, Damascus, on February 4, 2016 | Joseph
Eid/AFP/Getty
MUNICH — The great and the good of the Atlantic security
elites, and a few of their adversaries, face an unusually complex
series of challenges as they gather for their annual summit in
Munich this week.
It was here, in February 2007, that President Vladimir Putin
first threw down the gauntlet to the West, although his
language was relatively mild by today’s standards. It has been
downhill ever since: war between Russia and Georgia in August
2008; Russian aggression against Ukraine in 2014 and 2015;
and now, Russian moves to undercut what little Western policy
attempts there have been in Syria.
Much of the focus at the Munich Security Conference will likely
be on the acute crisis that the ongoing Assad-Putin offensive has
caused around Aleppo. But there is a strong need for a longer
term approach to tackling the security challenge that a
revisionist, nationalist and increasingly militaristic Russia poses
in Europe. Three steps are essential to this end:
1. Step up support for Ukraine
According to the Minsk agreement for Eastern Ukraine, Ukraine
must be allowed to regain full control over its entire Eastern
border. It is important that Western pressure, including the use
of sanctions, is kept up until this is the case. The issue of
Crimea should be dealt with afterward.
Signs suggest that Russia is seeking to consolidate its military
control over the Donbas region, and that the Kremlin wants to
broker some sort of political deal with the West. Sanctions are
taking their toll, but the Kremlin is prepared to stick it out,
expecting reforms to fail in Kiev and calculating that the
attention of Washington and Brussels — well, Berlin — will
eventually turn elsewhere.
A half-baked deal that temporarily freezes the conflict today and
leaves it open to flare up again tomorrow is in no one’s
interest — least of all Russia’s. If the country wants a shot at
the reforms it desperately needs, a true settlement in Donbas
will be essential.
An international peacekeeping force, preferably with a U.N.
mandate, could come in for a few years and ensure the region’s
transfer back to stability within Ukraine. So far the Kremlin is
strongly opposed, and places faith in its long-term
destabilization efforts. But a firm Western line against halfmeasures could make the Kremlin change its position.
Western countries should also be ready to bolster Ukraine’s
defensive capabilities in order to support the country’s political
process and block military options for the Kremlin.
2. Choose deterrence over short-term reassurance in
Poland and the Baltics
I fail to see any immediate risk of Russia taking aggressive
action against any of these countries. They are stable
democracies and solid members of both the EU and NATO. But
we have a duty to look ahead a few years.

The future is increasingly uncertain, and we may well be headed
toward a period of maximum danger in our relations with
Russia. In 5 to 10 years, the Putin regime will face its
unavoidable end, and will be considering its legacy. The
country’s economic and social crisis will no doubt have deepened
and its perception of its military might continued to soar. If
Russia sees Europe fracturing, and the West waning, temptation
to act will be high.
It is important that we build up a solid defense today as a
deterrent against these adventurist tendencies down the line.
The NATO Warsaw summit in July should also take further
measures in this direction. Recent studies by the RAND
Corporation have pointed to the need to significantly beef up
the defenses of the Baltic states and Poland, including the prepositioning of equipment for heavy army units in these areas.
Washington recently announced it would quadruple its funding
for the European Reassurance Initiative, among other measures.
These are steps in the right direction, but they clearly
aren’t enough.
3. Create a new timetable for ballistic missile defense in Europe
Russia should certainly respect the defense concerns of its
vulnerable neighbors, but that does not mean that we should be
blind to Russia’s own concerns.
Although NATO, for diplomatic reasons, never said so explicitly,
it was always clear that the U.S. ballistic missile defense system
in Europe was about the threat from Iran. Great efforts went
into demonstrating that it had nothing to do with Russia.
In his April 2009 speech in Prague, U.S. President Barack
Obama confirmed the claim, saying that “if the Iranian threat is
eliminated, we will have a stronger basis for security, and the
driving force for missile defense in Europe will be removed.”
Iran continues to develop ballistic missiles, but with ranges
geared to its more immediate region, and without nuclear
warheads: The threat to Europe has been reduced. Existing and
soon-to-be-completed naval systems, as well as the fixed site in
Romania, can, according to studies, counter an Iranian threat
far greater than exists today.
Accordingly, it makes sense to postpone the third phase of the
missile defense syst em planned for 2018 in Poland. It serves no
military need, and might well be used by Russia to leave
the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty limiting
medium-range missiles in Europe, increasing the risk of a
dangerous new nuclear arms race in Europe.
The strategic landscape policymakers will discuss in Munich this
year is very different from what it was a year ago — never mind
five years ago.
The immediate issues that will preoccupy ministerial meetings
have to be seen in a greater strategic perspective. The current
meltdown in the Middle East is beginning to look like a version of
Europe’s Thirty Years’ War, and will require a long-term
approach — as does a militarized and revisionist Russia, which
is likely to be around for years. Constitutionally, President Putin
could still be in office when the next U.S. president is elected in
November.
We need to start making decisions on how to face long-term
challenges with forward-thinking policies. Munich is the place to
start.
Carl Bildt is a former prime minister and foreign minister
of Sweden. He is co-chair of the European Council on
Foreign Relations and chair of the Global Commission on
Internet Governance.
*
RELATED CONTENT
Ghost of European re-nationalism
An inward-focused, self-absorbed EU is a major threat to
the transatlantic alliance.
Ash Carter: It’s time to accelerate the ISIL fight
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Soldiers in the storied 101st Airborne Division will soon
deploy to Iraq to join the fight against ISIL. They will
head there with the support of the …
Trump’s 19th-century foreign policy
His views aren’t as confused as they seem. In fact,
they’re remarkably consistent — and they have a long
history.
Once again, Europe needs America

A series of new security challenges tests the EU’s resolve
and stability.
How to contain North Korea
Once we might have been able to stop Pyongyang’s
nuclear weapons program. But now it’s too late for that.
Here’s what must be done.
http://www.politico.eu/article/long-game-againstrevisionist-russia-putin-assad/

_______________________________________________________________________

Die verlorene Ehre des Konrad Lorenz
KLAUS TASCHWER
18. Dezember 2015, 20:22
Die Uni Salzburg hat das Ehrendoktorat, das sie dem großen
Verhaltensforscher 1983 verliehen hatte, wieder aberkannt.
Über die Begründung lässt sich trefflich streiten
Wien – Es war das letzte von insgesamt zehn Ehrendoktoraten,
die Konrad Lorenz bis zu seinem Tod im Jahr 1989 erhalten
hatte. Zuvor war der große Verhaltensforscher immerhin auch
schon von den Universitäten Leeds (1962), Basel (1966), Yale
(1967), Oxford (1968), Loyola/Chicago (1970), Durham (1972),
Birmingham (1974), der katholischen Universität Mailand (1981)
und der Veterinärmedizinischen Universität Wien (1980) mit
einem Doctor honoris causa geehrt worden. 1983 kam auch
noch das Ehrendoktorat der Universität Salzburg dazu.
Bis dahin hatte der weltberühmte Forscher zahllose andere,
darunter
einige
der
allerhöchsten
wissenschaftlichen
Auszeichnungen
erhalten:
Lorenz
war
unter
anderem
auswärtiges Mitglied der Royal Society (seit 1964), der National
Academy of Sciences der USA (seit 1966) und Nobelpreisträger
für Medizin des Jahres 1973. Kurzum: Es gibt kaum einen
anderen österreichischen Wissenschafter nach 1945, dem zeit
seines Lebens mehr und wichtigere Ehrungen zuerkannt wurden
und der international bekannter gewesen wäre als Lorenz.
Fast 27 Jahre nach seinem Tod und 32 Jahre, nachdem man ihm
diese Auszeichnung zuerkannt hatte, ist Lorenz nun also eines
von zehn Ehrendoktoraten – ausgerechnet sein letztes – los.

Konrad
Lorenz,
vermutlich
1940:
Bei
seinem
Parteieintrittsgesuch am 28. Juni 1938 machte er sich zu
einem größeren Nazi als er eigentlich gewesen ist.
Was ist die Begründung der Uni Salzburg für diesen etwas
überraschenden Schritt? Und welche Folgen hat er? Schließlich
gibt es auch noch etliche Institute und Schulen in Österreich und
Deutschland, die den Namen des lange unumstrittenen, heute
aber umso umstritteneren Wissenschafters im Titel führen.
Basis der Streichung
Grundlage der Aberkennung ist § 85 der Satzung der Universität
Salzburg: Verliehene Ehrungen können widerrufen werden,
wenn sich die Geehrten durch ihr späteres Verhalten als der
Ehrung unwürdig erweisen oder wenn sich nachträglich ergibt,
dass die Ehrung erschlichen worden ist. Von einer Erschleichung
sei in jenen Fällen auszugehen, in denen "die aktive Beteiligung
an verbrecherischen Handlungen oder die aktive Mitgestaltung
oder
Verbreitung
nationalsozialistischer
Ideologie
–
insbesondere rassistischen und/oder imperialistischen Inhalts –
verschwiegen wurde".
Im Fall von Konrad Lorenz wie auch des Juristen und SSMitglieds Wolfgang Hefermehl scheint dieser Tatbestand für
Senat und Rektorat der Uni Salzburg ganz eindeutig gegeben zu
sein. Denn anders ist es nicht erklärlich, dass die Aberkennung
des Ehrendoktorats erfolgte, ohne dass die beauftragte Studie

des jungen Zeithistorikers Alexander Pinwinkler bereits offiziell
abgeschlossen, geschweige denn publiziert worden wäre.
Im Wesentlichen stützt man sich bei Lorenz' "Erschleichung" auf
zwei Punkte: zum einen auf Zitate aus einer Publikation von
Lorenz aus dem Jahr 1940 ("Durch Domestikation verursachte
Störungen arteigenen Verhaltens"), die spätestens seit den
frühen 1970er-Jahren nicht nur in der Fachöffentlichkeit bekannt
ist. Und zum anderen auf sein Parteieintrittsgesuch aus dem
Jahr 1938, das erst 2001 auftauchte, das Benedikt Föger und ich
erstmals veröffentlichten, ehe wir im gleichen Jahr auch noch
die erste buchlange Studie über Konrad Lorenz und den
Nationalsozialismus veröffentlichten ("Die andere Seite des
Spiegels", Czernin-Verlag).
"Zum Nationalsozialismus bekehren"
Belegen die beiden angeführten Textpassagen tatsächlich, dass
sich Lorenz "die aktive Beteiligung an verbrecherischen
Handlungen oder die aktive Mitgestaltung oder Verbreitung
nationalsozialistischer Ideologie – insbesondere rassistischen
und/oder imperialistischen Inhalts" – zuschulden kommen ließ?
Nun,
im
Parteiantrag
schrieb
er
immerhin,
"unter
Wissenschaftlern und vor allem Studenten eine wirklich
erfolgreiche Werbetätigkeit entfaltet" zu haben; "schon lange
vor dem Umbruch war es mir gelungen, sozialistischen
Studenten die biologische Unmöglichkeit des Marxismus zu
beweisen und sie zum Nationalsozialismus zu bekehren ...
Schließlich darf ich wohl sagen, daß
meine ganze
wissenschaftliche Lebensarbeit, in der stammesgeschichtliche,
rassenkundliche
und
sozialpsychologische
Fragen
im
Vordergrund stehen, im Dienste nationalsozialistischen Denkens
steht."
Das Problem ist nur, dass Lorenz in diesem Antrittsgesuch nicht
nur übertrieben, sondern in Wahrheit gelogen hat, dass sich die
Balken biegen: Die Werbetätigkeit bis dahin war in jedem Fall
bescheiden, da er erst ab 1937 an der Universität Wien offiziell
lehren durfte. (Seine Habilitation war übrigens vom NSSympathisanten Othenio Abel lange hintertrieben worden.) Mehr
als eine Handvoll Studenten hatte Lorenz bis zum "Anschluss"
und seinem Parteieintritt gewiss nicht. Und ob er die
Studierenden bis dahin mit NS-Ideologie überzeugt hat, darf
bezweifelt werden, zumal die ersten Publikationen mit
einschlägigen "NS-Anpassungen" (davon gab es insgesamt fünf)
erst
1939
erscheinen.
Zur
Kontextualisierung
dieses
Parteieintrittsgesuchs muss aber auch hinzugefügt werden, dass
Lorenz als junger aufstrebender Biologe und Darwin-Anhänger
im Austrofaschismus nicht die geringste Chance auf eine
Karriere hatte: In der katholisch-autoritären Ideologie des
"Ständestaats"
war
kein
Platz
für
Vertreter
der
Evolutionstheorie, die Biologie wurde gekürzt, wo immer es
möglich war (etwa im Medizinstudium); Unterstützung für seine
Arbeiten erhielt Lorenz hingegen aus Nazi-Deutschland, wo die
Biologie gefördert wurde.
Verfechter eugenischer Maßnahmen
Aus zwei von Lorenz’ verfemten Texte (beide publiziert 1940)
kann
man
aufgrund
ihrer
Terminologie
eine
"aktive
Mitgestaltung oder Verbreitung nationalsozialistischer Ideologie"
zweifelsfrei herauslesen. Ob sie allerdings im engeren Sinn
"rassistisch" sind, darüber kann man streiten. Lorenz'
Argumentation geht nicht von einer Unterscheidbarkeit oder gar
unterschiedlicher "Wertigkeit" verschiedener "Rassen" aus, und
auch antisemitische Passagen wird man in seinen Arbeiten nicht
finden. Lorenz argumentiert mehr oder weniger klassisch
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eugenisch – das aber in aller Deutlichkeit, indem er etwa eine
"noch schärfere Ausmerzung ethisch Minderwertiger" empfahl.
Eugenische Maßnahmen wie die (Zwangs-)Sterilisierung
Behinderter wurden in den 1930er-Jahren freilich nicht nur in
Nazi-Deutschland praktiziert, sondern in etlichen anderen
Ländern.
Womöglich stärker belastende Fakten sind in der vorliegenden
Entscheidungsgrundlage nicht angeführt, und etliche Fragen
über Lorenz' NS-Vergangenheit liegen nach wie vor im Dunkeln:
Der
Verhaltensforscher
war
nachweislich
Mitglied
des
Rassenbiologischen Amts, das etwa auch Lorenz' Nobelpreis-KoLaureat Karl von Frisch 1936 lobte. Was diese Mitgliedschaft im
Fall von Lorenz konkret bedeutete, ist unklar. Außerdem war er
im Sommer 1942 Mitarbeiter einer völkerpsychologischen Studie
über 877 "deutschpolnische Mischlinge und Polen" aus Posen.
Was mit den Probanden nach der Studie geschah, ist nicht
gesichert. Und man weiß auch nicht im Detail, was Lorenz –
nachdem er zur Heerespsychologie abkommandiert worden war
– als Militärpsychiater in Posen zwischen 1942 und 1944 genau
getan hat und was er dort zu verantworten hatte. Auch in diesen
Fall sind die konkreten Schicksale der von ihm behandelnden
Kriegsneurotiker (noch) unbekannt.
Beispielhaft für Österreichs NS-Umgang
All das und auch seine NSDAP-Mitgliedschaft hat Konrad Lorenz
bis zu seinem Tod lange erfolgreich verschwiegen und
verdrängt. Als er sich in seinen letzten Lebensmonaten in einer
Fragment gebliebenen Autobiografie diesen dunklen Seiten
seines Lebens stellen wollte, war es bereits zu spät. Und so
steht sein Fall in gewisser Weise auch beispielhaft für den
österreichischen Umgang mit der NS-Vergangenheit, auch und
zumal in universitären Kreisen: Aufgrund der schlampigen
Entnazifizierung hat man sich allzu lange nicht mit der NSVergangenheit und der Zeit davor befasst – weder im Fall von
einzelnen Wissenschaftern wie auch von Institutionen.
Und jetzt, mehr als 70 Jahre danach, scheint das Pendel in die
Gegenrichtung
auszuschlagen:
Vor
lauter
versäumter
Aufarbeitung hat man nur mehr die NS-Geschichte im Blick –
und läuft dabei Gefahr, die wissenschaftlichen Verdienste großer
Forscher aus den Augen zu verlieren.
Im Fall von Lorenz gingen diese Verdienste weit über die
Wissenschaft hinaus: Er war nicht nur weltberühmter
Naturforscher,
sondern
auch
bedeutender
Naturund
Umweltschützer – ohne ihn würde vermutlich Zwentendorf in
Betrieb sein und Hainburg wäre gebaut worden. Er war aber
eben auch einige Jahre seines Lebens Nationalsozialist,
Parteimitglied und mehr als nur bloßer Mitläufer – ohne dass er
eine wichtige Rolle bei der Formulierung oder der Verbreitung
von NS-Ideologie gespielt hat.
Fluch und Segen der politischen Korrektheit
Die Universität Salzburg hat sich entschieden, die Verstrickung
in die NS-Ideologie bei ihren Ehrendoktoraten neu zu bewerten,
wohl auch als Konzession an die politische Korrektheit, die in
den letzten Jahren gerade an den Universitäten fröhliche
Urständ' feiert. Das ist durchaus legitim, aber es überrascht
doch, da die wesentlichen Fakten zu Lorenz' NS-Verstrickungen
seit zumindest 14 Jahren auf dem Tisch liegen.
Wenn die strengen Maßstäbe der Uni Salzburg allerdings Schule
machen würden, dann müssten konsequenter Weise nicht nur
Lorenz' zahllose Ehrendoktorate und Ehrungen im In- und
Ausland aberkannt und Institute umbenannt werden. Nach
diesen strengen Maßstäben müssten ab sofort nämlich dutzende
Ehrendoktorate, die an Österreichs Unis nach 1945 vergeben
wurden – von vielen anderen hohen wissenschaftlichen
Ehrungen ganz zu schweigen –, eine Neubewertung erfahren
und gestrichen werden. (Klaus Taschwer, 18.12.2015) derstandard.at/2000027787429/Die-verlorene-Ehre-desKonrad-Lorenz
http://derstandard.at/2000027787429/Die-verlorene-Ehre-desKonrad-Lorenz

***
Commentary

Was Einstein Wrong?
Adam Frank, February 16, 20162:52 AM ET

Albert Einstein (left) and French philosopher and writer
Henri Bergson.
Keystone/Getty Images and STF/AFP/Getty Images
Last week's announcement of the direct detection of
gravitational waves proved, once again, the enduring power of
Albert Einstein's scientific vision. Once again, Einstein was right
in that this theory accurately predicted the behavior of the
world.
But with last week's triumph, a deep and fascinating question
arises: Could Einstein be right about his science and still be
wrong about the broader context into which we humans put that
science?
Let me explain.
There are a lot of reasons thinking about physics is worth the
effort. From GPS to 3-D printers, it's a subject yielding a lot of
cool technology. And from flushing toilets to rising clouds,
physics also explains a lot about the world around us.
But there's another reason people love physics — the world we
can't see. Physics offers radical new perspectives on what
lies beneath, behind and below our everyday experience. In this
way, physics seems like more than just knowledge, it seems like
truth with a capital "T."
But when science reaches the hairy edges of our experience,
when it reaches outward to the boundaries of our abilities to
describe the world, is there something else coming along for the
ride? Together with the powerful, abstract mathematics and the
ingenious instrumentation, is there something beyond "just the
facts" requiring special attention when physicists make their
grandest claims about the cosmos?
To be exact, is there a philosophy — a "metaphysics" — that
goes beyond what the math and the data support? And, if such
background metaphysics exist, could it be wrong even if the
theory itself is right in terms of experiments and data?
This question is at the heart of a fascinating book I've been
reading called the Physicist and the Philosopher by Jimena
Canales. It's a story about Albert Einstein (who needs no
introduction) and Henri Bergson (who probably does).
The French philosopher Bergson was far more famous than
Einstein in the first two decades of the 20th century. The reason
most folks these days know Einstein's name but not Bergson's
is, for Canales, an important story in itself. It's the story of how
science seemed to become the last word on everything, even on
a topic as subtle, slippery and difficult to pin down as time.
It all began in 1922 when Einstein and Bergson met in an
unplanned, but fateful, debate. Einstein had been invited to give
a presentation in Paris on his Theory of Relativity. Time was
central to Einstein's work. It was, however, also the central
issue in Bergson's philosophy. Their conflicting views on the
meaning of time set the scholars on collision course.
In the debate, Bergson made it clear he had no problem with
the mathematical logic of Einstein's theory or the data that
supported it. But for Bergson, relativity was not a theory that
addressed time on its most fundamental, philosophical level.
Instead, he claimed, it was theory about clocks and their
behavior. Bergson called Einstein out for missing the distinction.
In Bergson's philosophy, there was something greater to time
than just measurements. Time was so central to human
experience that fully unpacking it meant going beyond mere
accounts of clocks or of even "psychological" perceptions.
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Instead, time was intimately connected to the bedrock of what it
means to experience the world. It was, in some sense, the
essence of human being and hence of being itself. For Bergson,
that meant purely scientific accounts could not exhaust time's
meaning or importance.
So, on that day in Paris, Bergson was not criticizing Einstein's
theory. He was attacking a philosophy that had grown up
around the theory — and which was being passed off as part of
the science. It was the theory's hidden metaphysics that
Bergson challenged. Bergson told Einstein that the only proper
way to unpack the full meaning of time, in all its lived richness,
was through explicit philosophical investigations.
Einstein, however, was not moved. In response to Bergson's
challenges, the physicist lobed his now famous grenade. "The
time of the philosophers does not exist," he told the audience.
So what are the metaphysics of Einstein's theory? As you might
imagine, one could fill a library with all the books out there
trying to answer that question, but let's look at one powerful
example. In relativity, space and time are no longer separate
entities. Instead, they're replaced with a 4-dimensional whole

called space-time. But something very weird happens when you
make that move.
The remarkable thing about space-time is that it contains all the
events that ever happened. It also includes all the events that
ever will happen. So, in this big 4-D space-time representation
of the universe, there's Julius Caesar getting stabbed and the
Mets winning the 1969 World Series. But the coffee you are
going to spill on your pants at that meeting next Tuesday is
there, too. So is that moment when you watch the new
president get inaugurated in January 2017. In fact, everything
that will ever happen to you — including your death — is strung
across space-time as a linked string of already-existing events.
Physicists call this your world line.
http://www.npr.org/sections/13.7/2016/02/16/466109
612/was-einstein-wrong
***

Senate Inquiry into Darwin Port lease looming with
Labor backing calls for a review
Louise Yaxley reported this story on Tuesday,
November 17, 2015 18:20:00
| MP3 DOWNLOAD

LOUISE YAXLEY: Independent Senator Nick Xenophon's already
flagged a Senate inquiry into the lease.
Senator Conroy says Labor also supports it. He argues it needs
to examine the process and also if it's too late to change the
decision.
Geoff Wade is a visiting fellow at the Crawford School of the
Australian National University and it was his translation that
exposed the close link between Landbridge and the Chinese
Communist Party and the Chinese army.
GEOFF WADE: I'm not saying it should be reversed, it should
certainly be reviewed.
LOUISE YAXLEY: Landbridge denies Mr Wade's claims and points
out the Foreign Investment Review Board approved previous
investments in Australia, including buying the Brisbane-based
gas producer Westside.
It says people shown on Landbridge's website are not armed
militia, they're fire-fighters trained to respond to emergencies at
its petrochemical plant.
But Geoff Wade maintains his concern.
GEOFF WADE: *Well if it's purely a commercial operation, one
would have to ask, why it has a 200-member Chinese
Communist Party group led by a person who has been in the
People's Liberation Army, and no doubt maintains links with it.
The armed militia, I'm not sure, companies in China only are
allowed to, or are only told to establish militias after they
achieve a certain level of trust with the party and with the
government. Then they're told how many militia men they're
required to establish in their militia.
So, it's an indication of a very intimate link between Landbridge
and the party state.
They will perhaps not be doing immediately what the state
requires, but at any time China requires them to act in a
particular way, they are very much obliged to do so.
LOUISE YAXLEY: He backs the push for an examination into the
lease.
GEOFF WADE: Well I've been following very closely China's
relations with South East Asia over the last 30 years. And the
current Chinese interest in Australia is purely an extension of
that as far as I see it. It's the use of economic tools - meaning
both commercial operations as well as state-owned operations to achieve some sort of economic domination of an area, which
in turn provides a strategic advantage. In that respect, I think
the Landbridge deal is very much a hidden threat.

DAVID MARK: Momentum is building to hold a Senate inquiry
into the controversial decision to lease the port of Darwin to a
Chinese company.
Labor says revelations about the close links between the
company - Landbridge - and the Chinese army warrant a new
investigation.
The Defence department secretary has insisted there are no
security concerns about the 99 year lease.
But Labor says there has to be a re-examination of the decision
to grant the lease.
Political correspondent Louise Yaxley reports.
LOUISE YAXLEY: Labor's defence spokesman Stephen Conroy
says there has to be an inquiry into the process surrounding the
Darwin Port lease.
STEPHEN CONROY: I believe there's clearly been a failure by
this Government to do due diligence, pointing fingers
everywhere but where they should be, which is at themselves.
This is a situation where Scott Morrison, Malcolm Turnbull and
George Brandis should be able to walk and chew gum.
The national security issues here have raised concerns with our
allies, they've raised concerns inside Defence. There is too much
noise coming from Defence for us to believe that they, their
official statements, that there is no defence, national security
issues at stake here.
LOUISE YAXLEY: But last month the defence department
secretary, Dennis Richardson, gave evidence to a Senate
Estimates Committee that there are no security concerns.
DENNIS RICHARDSON: Defence does not have any security
concerns in respect of the sale of the port to Chinese interests.
LOUISE YAXLEY: Senator Conroy says that was before
information emerged that the company has close links with the
Chinese army.
STEPHEN CONROY: There seems to be increasing evidence of
the links between Landbridge and the PLA (People's Liberation
Army). And those factors needed to be taken into account and
we need to get to the bottom of who knew what and were these
factors taken into account?

Revisionism:
The Reasons for Germany Silence

https://dotsub.com/view/56e26574-3e33-4ad7-9dac0177c3b5af81
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LOUISE YAXLEY: The Senate returns next week and could vote
for an inquiry during that fortnight’s sitting.
DAVID MARK: Louise Yaxley.
*EDITOR'S NOTE (18/11/2015): This transcript has been
amended to correctly reflect what was said in the audio.
http://www.abc.net.au/pm/content/2015/s4354027.ht
m?site=darwin

Fredrick Toben ·

The EU was designed for the bankster looters - much like
Nigeria and its 36 states and India and its "countless" nations
within that subcontinent. It is much easier to control a
multicultural "nation" and rip out its resources for a song than
having to deal with self-interested national states. Add to that
the deadening ideoligical shroud that once stifled the Soviet
Union's imaginative and innovative spirit, Europe's ideology of
crass materialism shrouded in multiculturalism is stifling its
future. But then again, all is going according to the
Coudenhove-Kalergi Plan that aims to "brown Europe" and as
expressed so well in Barbara Lerner Spectre's aim to have Jews
dominate the European mindset –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFE0qAiofMQ

__________________________________________________
VW says no compensation in Europe for those affected by emissions deception
22/01 18:23 CET | updated at 23/01 - 05:06
Volkswagen says there will be no compensation plan for
Europe for those affected by its diesel emissions scandal.
The carmaker plans compensation for those caught up in
the deception in the United States.
The reason VW says is because it had yet to agree with
local regulators how to fix affected vehicles, and so
customers there would have to wait longer for a solution.

VW admitted in September it had cheated US
environmental tests by using software to mask nitrogen
oxide emissions. It added that up to 11 million vehicles
worldwide could have had the software installed,
including about 8.5 million in Europe.
http://www.euronews.com/2016/01/22/vw-says-nocompensation-in-europe-for-those-affected-byemissions-deception/

_________________________________________________
Segregation or racial equality?
THE AUSTRALIAN , FEBRUARY 20, 2016 12 :00AM
Australia’s Racial Discrimination Act is fuelling a culture
of censorship and segregation that threatens the legacy
of the civil rights movement: universal liberty and
equality before the law. In its response to the Federal
Circuit Court, the Queensland University of Technology
has defended race-based allocation of study space in the
indigenous Oodgeroo Unit while claiming not to endorse
segregation.
The exclusion of students from facilities on the basis of race
confounds the egalitarian ethos universities advertise as their
core mission. It amounts to special rights for state-designated
minorities, repudiating the Enlightenment ideal of universal legal
equality. Students subjected to exclusion on racial grounds from
the computer lab at QUT’s Oodgeroo Unit posted a flurry of
social media criticisms of perceived racial segregation. The
woman who asked them to leave the lab, former administrative
officer Cindy Prior, is seeking $247,470 in damages. She has
accused students of racial vilification under section 18C of the
RDA.
In the notorious 18C case against columnist Andrew Bolt,
activists lauded the RDA for giving complainants an alternative
to defamation suits, whose cost they considered prohibitive. But
in declaring that subjective feelings of offence constitute
evidence of harm, section 18C erodes the evidentiary standard
of Western law, rooted in objectivity and evidence-based logic.
By providing “special measures” for state-approved racial
minorities, the RDA also undermines the principle of formal
equality at the heart of Western jurisprudence. In its failed
human rights/anti-discrimination bill, the ALP attempted to
entrench legal inequality further by effectively nullifying the
presumption of innocence. In response to Attorney-General
George Brandis’s complaint about the bill, Australian Human
Rights Commission president Gillian Triggs said shifting the onus
of proof from the accuser on to the accused was necessary
because complainants were “vulnerable”.
The student respondents accused of racial vilification at QUT are
also vulnerable, fearing their reputations and job prospects are

in jeopardy. As law student Jack McGuire told Hedley Thomas:
“The students have suffered enormously from being brought
before the court and labelled racist.” Mr McGuire wants Malcolm
Turnbull and Senator Brandis to amend section 18C to protect
the students’ free speech and reputations.
In Inquirer today, Spiked online editor Brendan O’Neill opines
we are witnessing the “reawakening of the segregationist
mindset” on campus. And like segregation of old, the
perpetrators find succour in legal regimes that privilege statepreferred groups. Some victims are hitting back. In Britain,
school principal Erica Connor won damages after being
subjected to a concerted campaign that denounced her as
Islamophobic. Judge John Leighton-Williams found that instead
of removing the ringleaders in the smear campaign, the local
education authority displayed “excessive tolerance”, fearing they
might be subjected to a complaint to the Commission for Racial
Equality.
The RDA may lead to such excessive “tolerance’’ in Australia
through section 18E, which provides that organisations may be
held vicariously liable for racism if their action to prevent or
redress it is deemed insufficient. The threat of reputational
damage to individuals and organisations is often emphasised by
RDA advocates. In an article endorsed by a Queensland Law
Society committee, Race Discrimination Commissioner Tim
Soutphommasane warned: “In a society and economy in which
brand power matters, no organisation should downplay the cost
of being associated with racism.” Mr Soutphommasane has
refused to condemn QUT in the current case.
Pity the poor students who come of age in the 21st-century
university learning that race inequality constitutes equality and
that PC censorship is a legitimate constraint on free speech.
Martin Luther King must be turning in his grave and Orwell
rising up in his.
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/editorials/se
gregationorracialequality/newsstory/e7172d88c97cdc90
4dc5fdb0e9dfea3d

___________________________________________
Iran gets the Oscar for Chutzpah
By

Michael Curtis, January 23, 2016

In his amusing book The Joy of Yiddish, Leo Rosten defines the with their extraordinary mockery of Western values and
word “Chutzpah” as “gall, brazen nerve, effrontery.” The word is utterances of cynicism and barefaced prevarications.
perfectly applicable to the Islamic state of Iran and its leaders
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This cynicism differs from the kind of utter stupidity paraded by
Tawfiq Tirawi, leading member of the Palestinian Central
Committee of Fatah. His breathtaking contributions to
knowledge were that Israel was responsible for poisoning Yasser
Arafat and, on January 16, 2016, that Adolf Hitler was not
morally corrupt, he was daring.
The chutzpah of Iran is vastly more skilled and adroit than the
idiocy of the Palestinian leader. It is a provocative and deliberate
challenge to the West and ridiculing of Western values of free
speech, norms, and ethics. That challenge, and its ultimate real
objective was already evident in a declaration in June 1963 by
the cleric who was to become Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini of
the Islamic Republic. The future Supreme Leader said, “I know
you do not want Iran to be under the boot of the Jews.” He
issued a fatwa that Muslims could defend Islam by all means.
The hostility against Jews, sometimes couched as the response
to the “Jewish conspiracy,” and the idea of the West as the
enemy, continued after Khomeini’s death. Today, the present
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei aims to counter a
“Western cultural invasion” (including by the little Satan Israel)
of Iran that he believes seeks to destroy Islamic identity.
The world is now aware of the political success of Iran scored in
the nuclear deal that is supposed to curb its nuclear program in
return for the relief from sanctions. Iran is now able to obtain
frozen assets, worth billions of dollars. One can expect those
funds will be used for destabilizing as well as positive activities.
It is arguable, even improbable, that the nuclear deal will ensure
the exclusively peaceful nature of Iran’s nuclear program. All
can agree that, as a result of the deal, Iran will be stronger,
politically, militarily, and economically, and that its influence in
the Middle East will increase.
On the issue of the deal, the Iranian Supreme Leader Ali
Khamenei on January 19, 2016 in congratulating President
Hassan Rouhani made clear his position. “I reiterate,” he said,
“the need to be vigilant about the deceit and treachery of
arrogant countries, especially the United States in this, nuclear,
issue and other issues.” Iran showed its “vigilance” and
belligerence by test-firing ballistic missiles in violation of United
Nations resolutions, as well as by detaining ten American
soldiers.
Deceit and treachery are familiar items in the Islamic Republic of
Iran. It was the former Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad, 2005-2013, perhaps on the borderline of
dementia, who at the United Nations and elsewhere kept
insisting that the Holocaust was a myth. But many other
Iranians, while not specifically denying the Holocaust, called for
a debate about it.
This became more pronounced as a result of the publication on
September 30, 2005 by the satirical, anti-religious, Danish
journal Jyllands-Posten of 12 editorial cartoons of the Prophet
Muhammad that Muslims found offensive and an insult to
Muhammad and Islam. The result was protests, violent
demonstrations, and riots in Muslim countries.
Defenders of Jyllands-Posten held that publication of the
cartoons was a legitimate exercise of free expression, regardless
of its accuracy. The chutzpah of Iran became evident when its
leaders held that the West was hypocritical in passing laws that
punished Holocaust denial but allowing and defending freedom
of speech and insults against Islam.
It is the height of irony and unequalled brazenness that Iran
proclaims the desirability and necessity of free speech. We know
the country censors books to ensure that Iranians are protected
from Western “cultural onslaught.” Iran prevents any expression
or cartoon considered an insult of the Prophet. In January 2016,
about two-thirds of the 12,000 candidates who applied to run in
the February 2016 parliamentary election, were either
disqualified by the Guardian Council or obliged to withdraw. The
Guardian Council, which supervises elections and approves
candidates, allows only one interpretation of Islamic values.
Only 30 of the 3,000 supposedly reformists candidates were
approved.
The Iranian cultural offensive against the West began in
February 2006 with the International Holocaust Cartoon Contest
sponsored by the Iranian newspaper Hamshahri. It was co-

sponsored by Iran’s Caricature House, whose director was
quoted as saying, in November 2006, after the Contest that “we
will continue until the destruction of Israel.”
The cartoons were supposed to discuss “the realities of the
Holocaust.” The organizers said they did not want to cause pain,
but they did have “problems with Zionism.” The theme of the
contest was to compare the actions of Nazi Germany and the
current activities of the Israeli government.
More than 1,200 cartoons were submitted, some from the U.S.
and the UK. The winning cartoon, by a Moroccan artist, was of
an Israeli crane constructing a wall around the Dome of the
Rock on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, with a concentration
camp on the wall.
Terrorist events led to a second Cartoon Contest. On January 7,
2015 two terrorists, belonging to the al-Qaeda group in Yemen
(AQAP) murdered 12 people and injured another 11 in and near
the Charlie Hebdo building. The original CH building had already
been firebombed because of the publication of one of CH’s
cartoons of Muhammad and other Islamic leaders. The new
editors of the journal said they would continue to publish
satirical cartoons about Islamic figures.
The Iranian response to this courageous advocacy of free
speech was for official authorities to organize a second
Holocaust Cartoon Contest. It was sponsored by the guild called
the House of Cartoon, the municipality of Tehran, and the
Sarcheshmeh Cultural Complex and held in April 2015. The
guild equated Israel and Nazis, and put forward a modern day
version of the blood label accusation. It informed the
contestants that Israel was sucking blood, using insects and
animals, from Palestinian children.
The Contest asked three questions. The most absurd of them,
considering the thousands of publications about the Holocaust,
was why didn’t the West permit researchers and historians to
consider the Holocaust. More to the point was that the theme of
the cartoons was to be a link between Benjamin Netanyahu and
Adolf Hitler. The first prize was $12,000, and the second prize
$8,000. There were 839 cartoons submitted, and 312 artists
listed. Among them were two Americans, John Leonard and
Istvan Majoras.
To her credit, Irena Bokova, Director-General of UNESCO since
2009, was critical of this contest, and also of the inclusion of
Palestinian-theme posters on UNESCO’s world heritage register
that she vetoed. Bokova declared that UNESCO would not
associate itself with documents that went against UNRSCO
values and fueled hatred and anti-Semitic perceptions. Instead,
she attended, together with French President Francois Hollande,
on July 27, 2014, the anniversary of the liberation of AuschwitzBirkenau 70 years earlier, a ceremony honoring the victims of
the Holocaust.
The Iranian chutzpah is relentless It is now organizing a third
Contest, with a first prize of $50,000, to be held on July 2016.
It expects cartoons from 50 countries, and 312 contributions
from artists. President Barack Obama on January 17, 2016,
commenting on the completed nuclear deal with Iran, said, “This
is a good day…Iran will not get its hands on a nuclear bomb.”
The President should now say it would be an even better day if
the third Holocaust Cartoon Contest were cancelled and if the
vicious antisemitism of Iran came to an end.

FToben • a few seconds ago
I still can't understand why this site is called American Thinker
when the diatribe in the current essay is all about "what's good
for the Jews". The article so excellently illustrates projection of
the author's own dementia that he then attempts to sheet home
to the Iranians. What's that kind of mental state called again?
http://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2016/01/iran_gets_th
e_oscar_for_chutzpah.html
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Israel and Islamic State

The caliphate eyes the Holy Land
Israel faces the jihadists in Syria, in Sinai
and perhaps even at home
Jan 23rd 2016 | GOLAN HEIGHTS

FROM the military observation points overlooking the spot where
Israel’s frontiers meet those of Syria and Jordan, Israelis can
clearly see the positions of Liwa Shuhada al-Yarmouk—the
Yarmouk Martyrs’ Brigade. It is only one of many dozens of
Syrian rebel groups, yet Israeli officers half-jokingly describe the
fighters, mainly Syrians from nearby villages, as “Daesh lite”.
The brigade, which may have between 600 and 1,000 men, has
sworn allegiance to Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, the “Caliph” of
Islamic State (IS), also known by its Arabic acronym, Daesh.
The black flag of IS forms part of its logo.
So far, at least, the group has concentrated on skirmishing with
the Syrian army and with rival rebel groups, and on securing its
strongholds on the slopes of the Golan. But the Israelis are
worried that, as IS is pushed back in other parts of Syria and
Iraq, its leaders may decide to take over the Yarmouk Martyrs’
Brigade and use its bases for attacks on Israel or Jordan.
IS has yet to attack Israel. Its main forces in southern Syria are
about 80km (50 miles) from Israel’s borders. Last month, IS put
out a recording, purporting to be the voice of Mr Baghdadi,
saying that “with the help of Allah we are getting closer to you
every day. The Israelis will soon see us in Palestine.” On

January 18th Lieutenant-General Gadi Eizenkot, the chief of
staff of Israel’s armed forces, warned that “the success against
IS raises the probability we will see them turning their gunbarrels towards us and also the Jordanians”.
The most direct and likely avenue of attack is across Israel’s
frontier with Syria. That is because the situation there is already
chaotic; IS bases and civilian villages are close to Israel; and
the terrain is mountainous. “A vacuum where no one is in
control will always be the most dangerous location we should be
looking at,” says a senior Israeli officer. Israel has toughened its
border defences on the Golan, with new fences and sensors. It
now stations regular forces there instead of reservists.
But IS may also choose other places from which to attack.
Wilayat Sinai, which means the “Sinai province” of IS, has been
operating on Israel’s western border for five years. It declared
allegiance to IS in late 2014 and claimed responsibility for
blowing up a Russian airliner last October, killing 224 people.
But it is embroiled in a bloody insurgency against Egypt’s
security forces. Israel, which is discreetly providing the
Egyptians with intelligence and military help, says that IS shares
routes for smuggling arms and other supplies with Hamas, the
Islamist group that controls Gaza. These could be used for
launching future attacks on Israel.
The Israelis are also worried that radical Palestinians who are
citizens of Israel may be working for IS. So far they reckon that
about 50 of them have gone to Syria to join IS. “There are more
Swedes than Israelis fighting with Daesh,” says an Israeli
intelligence man. Others say they are confident that Israel’s
security service is better than its European counterparts at
monitoring IS activity in its own territory. Even so, they fret that
IS could become popular among young Palestinians in Israel,
and in the West Bank and Gaza, where many are disillusioned
both with the Palestinian Authority and with Hamas, its rival.
“IS is here and it’s no secret,” says Reuven Rivlin, Israel’s
president. “I’m not talking about the borders of Israel, but about
IS within. Research, arrests, witnesses, open and classified
analysis all indicate clearly that IS’s popularity is growing and
that even Israeli Arabs are actually joining up with it.” Vigilance
along Israel’s borders may not be enough.
http://www.economist.com/news/middle-east-andafrica/21688778-israel-faces-caliphate-syria-andsinaiand-possibly-home-islamic

____________________________________

Mossad-linked Israeli law firm loses anti-BDS case in US labour tribunal
Thursday, 21 January 2016 10:44

An Israeli law firm with links to Mossad has lost a case it
brought against the United Electrical, Radio and Machine
Workers of America (UE), after the trade union endorsed the
Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) movement at its
national convention in August 2015.
A report on the UE website states that, on January 12, the
National Labor Relations Board dismissed an unfair labour
practice charge brought by Shurat HaDin. UE, an independent
union representing some 35,000 workers in a manufacturing,
public sector and private non-profit sector jobs, was the first
national US union to endorse BDS.
The Israeli law firm had filed the charge on October 13, alleging
that UE’s resolution violated the prohibition in US labour law
against ‘secondary boycotts’. UE, meanwhile, argued that
“Shurat Hadin’s action was an attempt to interfere with the First
Amendment rights of the union and its members to express
opinions on political and international issues.”

Responding to the decision by the National Labor Relations
Board, an independent agencyof the US government, UE
National President Peter Knowlton said that the union had
“withstood attempts by the US government to silence us during
the McCarthy era in the 1950s,” and was “unbowed by the latest
attempt of a surrogate of the Israeli government to stifle our call
for justice for Palestinian and Israeli workers.”
He added: “The NLRB’s decision is a victory for the growing BDS
movement across the US, which faces increasing political
attempts to silence and intimidate critics of the Israeli
government. As Americans who have a constitutional right to
criticize our own government, we certainly have a right to
criticize and, if we choose, boycott a foreign government that is
heavily subsidized by US taxpayers.”
Shurat HaDin, in the words of the UE report, “is an Israeli
organization that uses legal cases to harass supporters of
Palestinian rights and critics of Israel.” Its director has “privately
admitted to taking direction from the Israeli government over
which cases to pursue.”
According to one Israeli journalist, Shurat HaDin "files lawsuits
at the behest of the Israeli government", yet still "dares to
define itself as a 'human rights organisation'." The firm’s track
record of failure includes a lawsuit against Jimmy Carter, and an
‘anti-discrimination’
case
brought
against
a
proboycott Australian academic.
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Also Read:
*3,000 rights groups to ask Holland to stop exporting
*200 Brazilian academics pledge support for academic dogs to Israel
boycott of Israel
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/news/middle*Israeli university heads, politicians, warn of a growing
east/23454-mossad-linked-israeli-law-firm-loses-antiboycott
bds-case-in-us-labour-tribunal

_______________________________________

Hollywood Strikes Again Cultural Marxism through the medium of big box-office movies
A review of Elysium –
see also “Elysium: An all too real dystopian vision of the future”
Tim Murray, February 13, 2016 — 18 Comments

Los Angeles in 2154 as depicted in Elysium
It was my misfortune to stumble upon an action movie, that like
so many others, did its part in insinuating Cultural Marxist
propaganda into the consciousness of young viewers. Despite
my disgust, I persisted in watching it because of its blatantly
obvious allusions to the issue of illegal immigration. I wanted to
see how Hollywood could use a sci-fi flick to convey their
“progressive” message on the subject.
The plot was a classic set-up. The rich live in a “gated
community”— an opulent space station orbiting the earth—while
the global poor, who in this case typically sport Hispanic names
(how obvious can it get), are denied access to advanced medical
care and the affluent life-style of the rich residing safely above
the planet. Those who attempt entry are repelled, and the
vehicles they use are identified as “undocumented shuttles,”
which in one scene, are ruthlessly destroyed by the order of the
head
of
“Homeland
Security.”
Again,
notice
that
“undocumented,” the deceitful liberal euphemism for “illegal,”
lives on into the middle of the twenty-second century! I halfexpected Hillary Clinton to make a cameo appea rance to
declare
that
“No
one
is
illegal!.”
The
plot
is
summarized here (see also here):
In the year 2154, two classes of people exist: the very
wealthy, who live on a pristine man-made space station
called Elysium, and the rest, who live on an
overpopulated, ruined Earth. The people of Earth are
desperate to escape the planet’s crime and poverty, and
they critically need the state-of-the-art medical care
available on Elysium — but some in Elysium will stop at
nothing to enforce anti-immigration laws and preserve
their citizens’ luxurious lifestyle. The only man with the
chance bring equality to these worlds is Max (Matt
Damon), an ordinary guy in desperate need to get to
Elysium. With his life hanging in the balance, he
reluctantly takes on a dangerous mission – one that pits
him against Elysium’s Secretary Delacourt (Jodie Foster)
and her hard-line forces – but if he succeeds, he could
save not only his own life, but millions of people on Earth
as well.
I wish that Garrett Hardin was alive. I would love him to take
this movie’s ridiculous premise apart. Even a simpleton (but alas
not a liberal) would understand that “equality” between Elysium
and the many, many billions of global poor would do little to
elevate the latter’s living standards. There would simply not be
enough resources to go around—as is the case on earth today.
State-of-the-art medical care could not be affordably dispensed
to everyone (as America’s gateway states have discovered !)
That would be a fact of life in this dystopian society of 2154 and
it is a fact of life now. If “undocumented” intruders or their
political allies in office were able to open the floodgates and
extend citizenship to everyone— as they are able to do in this

movie—as Hardin would put it, “Low standards of living would
drive out high standards.”
Neither this fictional Elysium nor present day America is
responsible for all of global poverty. Fundamentally, it is
because the world is overpopulated, a predicament that the
global poor must accept some responsibility for. There are too
many people and too few resources. And to make matters
worse, the resources which underpin our global industrial society
are non-renewable. Radical redistribution of wealth would be
only a temporary fix. With constantly diminishing nonrenewables, the per capita share of these resources would also
remorselessly diminish, unless de-population kept pace.
Unimpeded migration would not help this situation. Again,
Hardin put it best: “Overpopulation can be avoided only if
borders are secure; otherwise poor and overpopulated nations
will export their excess to richer and less populated nations.”
Someone needs to do a Hardinian review of this movie. We need
to take these movies seriously. One movie like this can do as
much damage as 10,000 tenured Cultural Marxists in 100,000
college classrooms. In our idiocracy, the masses don’t read
anymore. They “learn” by watching videos.
Still, I think that for progressives, this movie serves a vital
purpose. They are acutely aware of the inequalities of the world,
in fact, they make it the staple of their conversation. But they
are presented with an ethical dilemma. They don’t like
inequality, but they don’t want to give up their material wealth.
So they need to find a way of keeping their affluence but expiate
the guilt they feel from enjoying it while so many others are so
poor. Watching a movie like does the trick. They can cheer on
the poor and revel in the downfall of the rich on their TV
screens, and then go to bed in their condos with the smug selfrighteousness that is their trademark intact. And they can
continue to nurse the comforting delusion that there is “enough
to go around,” that we can open our gates and “share the
wealth,” while still maintaining our middle class lifestyles and
cursing Western civilization in the bargain.
Post Script: Not only the late Dr. Garrett Hardin but also the late
Dr. Albert Bartlett, Professor of Physics, University of Colorado,
would have shredded Hollywood’s latest, Elysium. Dr. Bartlett
might even have incorporated it into the famous speech he gave
at least 1000 times including 3 times in the halls of Congress
Al Bartlett’s central point was the power of the “exponential
function.” He explained how something that grows constantly,
by even a tiny but steady percentage, grows to unimaginable
size. So it is with world population, including the US population.
An annual increase of 2% leads to doubling in 35 years. A few
doublings and the magnitude of the number rises off the charts:
The constant 70, divided by rate of increase = doubling time.
Thus, imagine that that the people of Elysium, struck by
conscience as Liberals and pro-immigration advocates claim to
be, allowed the poor to enter Elysium. Suppose that the poor
maintained the above-replacement level fertility rates by which
they had over-populated and ruined Earth. How long before
Elysium also turned into an unsustainable, unhealthy, miserably
impoverished slum?
There you have the fate that Liberals and mass immigration
advocates wish on the United States and other developed
nations.
Fredrick Töben
February 13, 2016 - 10:30 pm | Permalink
Without having seen his film dare I say it is an example of the
Talmudic-Marxist death dialectic in action where opposites fight
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to the death about something, e.g. the rich v poor, and the poor
win. Greed and envy are the impetus for this kind of thinking –
deficiency
thinking
that
embraces
victimology!
The Hegelian life-giving dialectic would pit rich against
poor/poor against rich but then the synthesis would result in a
compromise where basic human nature was accepted as a
given, i.e. as Bertrand Russell stated: there will always be rich
and poor people.
The film’s world view is thus a twisted form of the
Enlightenment that proclaimed: Equality, Liberty and Fraternity.
What is equality but a nonsense concept that should be replaced
in current language use by JUSTICE; Liberty-freedom should
always be followed by two questions: freedom for what and
freedom from what? Fraternity, as embraced by Beethoven’s
Ninth Symphony’s ending, using Schiller’s Ode to Joy, means
universal love up to a point but then Schiller knew how empty
universalized love really is, and that it must be particularized as
in:
Ja, wer auch nur eine Seele
Sein nennt auf dem Erdenrund!
Und wer’s nie gekonnt, der stehle

Weinend sich aus diesem Bund!
Freudian primitives usually latch on to this refrain and claim that
possession is not a good feeling but that the semen must flow, a
refrain Marxists still embrace until their impotence shuts them
up – but in this business of irrational love, where rational hubris
loses out all the time, it is exactly as Wagner also put it: the
battle is between POWER and LOVE – and the aim is to strike a
balance between the two.
And so the world view generated by the film, and by the
reviewer, postulate matters I disagree with. In particular
overpopulation is no problem as such because resources are not
finite but thanks to human ingenuity, can be harnessed for the
common good. Also, if nation states care to develop culturally,
then reproduction rates automatically decrease. Unfortunately
western society, through various stresses and strains has made
itself infertile – not only physically but also mentally, and I’ll
leave it at that….
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/02/hollyw
ood-strikes-again-cultural-marxism-through-themedium-of-big-box-office-movies/

__________________________________________________
IS HOLOCAUST DENIAL A CRIME?

Mt. Zion decrees, "The 'Holocaust' cannot be debated"
Just as atheists and pagans were executed for denying
the existence of the devil in the 17th century, revisionists
are candidates for burning in the 20th century for
denying the devil theory of modern European history,
Exterminationism. -- Michael A. Hoffman II
IN RECENT YEARS, MORE and more attention has been
devoted to the supposed danger of "Holocaust denial."
Politicians, newspapers and television warn about the
growing influence of those who reject the Holocaust story
that some six million European Jews were systematically
exterminated during the Second World War, most of
them in gas chambers.
In several countries, including Israel, France, Germany
and Austria, "Holocaust denial" is against the law, and
"deniers" have been punished with stiff fines and prison
sentences. Some frantic Jewish community leaders are
calling for similar government measures in North America
against so-called "deniers." In Canada, David Matas,
Senior Counsel for the "League for Human Rights" of the
Zionist B'nai B'rith organization, says: (note 1)
The Holocaust was the murder of six million Jews,
including two million children. Holocaust denial is a
second murder of those same six million. First their lives
were extinguished; then their deaths. A person who
denies the Holocaust becomes part of the crime of the
Holocaust itself.
Often overlooked in this controversy is the crucial
question: Just what constitutes "Holocaust denial"?
Six Million?
Should someone be considered a "Holocaust denier"
because he does not believe -- as Matas and others insist
-- that six million Jews were killed during World War II?
This figure was cited by the International Military
Tribunal at Nuremberg in 1945-1946. It found that "the
policy pursued [by the German government] resulted in
the killing of six million Jews, of which four million were
killed in the extermination institutions." (note 2)
Yet if that is so, then several of the most prominent
Holocaust historians could be regarded as "deniers."
Professor Raul Hilberg, author of the standard reference
work, The Destruction of the European Jews, does not
accept that six million Jews died. He puts the total of
deaths (from all causes) at 5.1 million. Gerald Reitlinger,

author of The Final Solution, likewise did not accept the
six million figure. He estimated the figure of Jewish
wartime dead might be as high as 4.6 million, but
admitted that this was conjectural due to a lack of
reliable information.
Human Soap?
Is someone a "Holocaust denier" if he says that the Nazis
didn't use Jewish fat to make soap? After examining all
the evidence (including an actual bar of soap supplied by
the Soviets), the Nuremberg Tribunal declared in its
Judgment that "in some instances attempts were made
to utilize the fat from the bodies of the victims in the
commercial manufacture of soap." (note 3)
In 1990, though, Israel's official "Yad Vashem" Holocaust
memorial agency "rewrote history" by admitting that the
soap story was not true. "Historians have concluded that
soap was not made from human fat. When so many
people deny the Holocaust ever happened, why give
them something to use against the truth?," said Yad
Vashem official Shmuel Krakowski. (note 4)
Wannsee Conference?
Is someone a "Holocaust denier" if he does not accept
that the January 1942 "Wannsee conference" of German
bureaucrats was held to set or coordinate a program of
systematic mass murder of Europe's Jews? If so, Israeli
Holocaust historian Yehuda Bauer must be wrong -- and
a "Holocaust denier" -- because he recently declared:
"The public still repeats, time after time, the silly story
that at Wannsee the extermination of the Jews was
arrived at." In Bauer's opinion, Wannsee was a meeting
but "hardly a conference" and "little of what was said
there was executed in detail." (note 5)
Extermination Policy?
Is someone a "Holocaust denier" if he says that there
was no order by Hitler to exterminate Europe's Jews?
There was a time when the answer would have been yes.
Holocaust historian Raul Hilberg, for example, wrote in
the 1961 edition of his study, The Destruction of the
European Jews, that there were two Hitler orders for the
destruction of Europe's Jews: the first given in the spring
of 1941, and the second shortly thereafter. But Hilberg
removed mention of any such order from the revised,
three-volume edition of his book published in 1985. (note
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6) As Holocaust historian Christopher Browning has
noted: (note 7)
In the new edition, all references in the text to a Hitler
decision or Hitler order for the "Final Solution" have been
systematically excised. Buried at the bottom of a single
footnote stands the solitary reference: "Chronology and
circumstances point to a Hitler decision before the
summer ended." In the new edition, decisions were not
made and orders were not given.
A lack of hard evidence for an extermination order by
Hitler has contributed to a controversy that divides
Holocaust
historians
into
"intentionalists"
and
"functionalists." The former contend that there was a
premeditated extermination policy ordered by Hitler,
while the latter hold that Germany's wartime "final
solution" Jewish policy evolved at lower levels in
response to circumstances. But the crucial point here is
this: notwithstanding the capture of literally tons of
German documents after the war, no one can point to
documentary evidence of a wartime extermination order,
plan or program. This was admitted by Professor Hilberg
during his testimony in the 1985 trial in Toronto of
German-Canadian publisher Ernst Zuendel. (note 8)
Auschwitz
So just what constitutes "Holocaust denial"? Surely a
claim that most Auschwitz inmates died from disease and
not systematic extermination in gas chambers would be
"denial." But perhaps not. Jewish historian Arno J. Mayer,
a Princeton University professor, wrote in his 1988 study
Why Did the Heavens Not Darken?: The 'Final Solution"
in History': . . . From 1942 to 1945, certainly at
Auschwitz, but probably overall, more Jews were killed
by so-called 'natural' causes than by 'unnatural' ones."
(note 9)
Even estimates of the number of people who died at
Auschwitz -- allegedly the main extermination center -are no longer clear cut. At the postwar Nuremberg
Tribunal, the Allies charged that the Germans
exterminated four million people at Auschwitz. (note 10)
Until 1990, a memorial plaque at Auschwitz read: "Four
Million People Suffered and Died Here at the Hands of the
Nazi Murderers Between the Years 1940 and 1945."
(note 11) During a 1979 visit to the camp, Pope John
Paul II stood before this memorial and blessed the four
million victims.
Is it "Holocaust denial" to dispute these four million
deaths? Not today. In July 1990, the Polish government's
Auschwitz State Museum, along with Israel's Yad Vashem
Holocaust center, conceded that the four million figure
was a gross exaggeration, and references to it were
accordingly removed from the Auschwitz monument.
Israeli and Polish officials announced a tentative revised
toll of 1.1 million Auschwitz dead. (note 12) In 1993,
French Holocaust researcher Jean-Claude Pressac, in a
much-discussed book about Auschwitz, estimated that
altogether about 775,000 died there during the war
years. (note 13)
Professor Mayer acknowledges that the question of how
many really died in Auschwitz remains open. In Why Did
the Heavens Not Darken? he wrote (p. 366):
...Many questions remain open . . . All in all, how many
bodies were cremated in Auschwitz? How many died
there all told? What was the national, religious, and
ethnic breakdown in this commonwealth of victims? How
many of them were condemned to die a 'natural' death
and how many were deliberately slaughtered? And what

was the proportion of Jews among those murdered in
cold blood among these gassed? We have simply no
answers to these questions at this time.
Gas Chambers
What about denying the existence of extermination "gas
chambers"? Here too, Mayer makes a startling statement
(on page 362 of his book): "Sources for the study of the
gas chambers are at once rare and unreliable." While
Mayer believes that such chambers did exist at
Auschwitz, he points out that most of what is known is
based on the depositions of Nazi officials and
executioners at postwar trials and on the memory of
survivors and bystanders. This testimony must be
screened carefully, since it can be influenced by
subjective factors of great complexity.
Höss Testimony
One example of this might be the testimony of Rudolf
Höss, an SS officer who served as commandant of
Auschwitz. In its Judgment, the Nuremberg International
Military Tribunal quoted at length from his testimony to
support its findings of extermination. (note 14)
It is now well established that Höss' crucial testimony, as
well as his so-called "confession" (which was also cited
by the Nuremberg Tribunal), are not only false, but were
obtained by beating the former commandant nearly to
death. (note 15) Höss' wife and children were also
threatened with death and deportation to Siberia. In his
statement -- which would not be admissible today in any
United States court of law -- Höss claimed the existence
of an extermination camp called "Wolzek." In fact, no
such camp ever existed. He further claimed that during
the time that he was commandant of Auschwitz, two and
a half million people were exterminated there, and that a
further half million died of disease. (note 16) Today no
reputable historian upholds these figures. Höss was
obviously willing to say anything, sign anything and do
anything to stop the torture, and to try to save himself
and his family.
Forensic Investigations
In his 1988 book, Professor Mayer calls for "excavations
at the killing sites and in their immediate environs" to
determine more about the gas chambers. In fact, such
forensic studies have been made. The first was
conducted in 1988 by American execution equipment
consultant, Fred A. Leuchter, Jr. He carried out an on-site
forensic examination of the alleged gas chambers at
Auschwitz, Birkenau and Majdanek to determine if they
could have been used to kill people as claimed. After a
careful study of the alleged killing facilities, Leuchter
concluded that the sites were not used, and could not
have been used, as homicidal gas chambers.
Furthermore, an analysis of samples taken by Leuchter
from the walls and floors of the alleged gas chambers
showed either no or minuscule traces of cyanide
compound, from the active ingredient of Zyklon B, the
pesticide allegedly used to murder Jews at Auschwitz.
(note 17)
A confidential forensic examination (and subsequent
report) commissioned by the Auschwitz State Museum
and conducted by Institute of Forensic Research in
Krakow has confirmed Leuchter's finding that minimal or
no traces of cyanide compound can be found in the sites
alleged to have been gas chambers. (note 18)
The significance of this is evident when the results of the
forensic examination of the alleged homicidal gas
chambers are compared with the results of the
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examination of the Auschwitz disinfestation facilities,
where Zyklon B was used to delouse mattresses and
clothing. Whereas no or only trace amounts of cyanide
were found in the alleged homicidal gas chambers,
massive traces of cyanide were found in the walls and
floor in the camp's disinfestation delousing chambers.
Another forensic study has been carried out by German
chemist Germar Rudolf. On the basis of his on-site
examination and analysis of samples, the certified
chemist and doctoral candidate concluded: "For
chemical-technical reasons, the claimed mass gassings
with hydrocyanic acid in the alleged 'gas chambers' in
Auschwitz did not take place . . . The supposed facilities
for mass killing in Auschwitz and Birkenau were not
suitable for this purpose . . ." (note 19)
Finally, there is the study of Austrian engineer Walter
Lueftl, a respected expert witness in numerous court
cases, and former president of Austria's professional
association of engineers. In a 1992 report he called the
alleged mass extermination of Jews in gas chambers
"technically impossible." (note 20)
Discredited Perspective
So just what constitutes "Holocaust denial"? Those who
advocate criminal persecution of "Holocaust deniers"
seem to be still living in the world of 1946 where the
Allied officials of the Nuremberg Tribunal have just
pronounced their verdict. But the Tribunal's findings can
no longer be assumed to be valid. Because it relied so
heavily on such untrustworthy evidence as the H°ss
testimony, some of its most critical findings are now
discredited.
For purposes of their own, powerful special interest
groups desperately seek to keep substantive discussion
of the Holocaust story taboo. One of the ways they do
this is by purposely mischaracterizing revisionist scholars
as "deniers." But the truth can't be suppressed forever:
There is a very real and growing controversy about what
actually happened to Europe's Jews during World War II.
Let this issue be settled as all great historical
controversies are resolved: through free inquiry and
open debate in our journals, newspapers and classrooms.
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